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Thank you for purchasing this Ameri-Towne building kit!
We are proud to present this high quality product manufactured in the U.S.A.
This product is made of high-impact polystyrene and will not warp or discolor.
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MATERIALS INCLUDED:
1
1
1
1
1

Brick Faced Arch Wall
First Floor Insert
Second Floor Insert
Clear Window Material Sheet		
Cornice

ASSEMBLY MATERIALS NEEDED:

Solvent Cement such as Plastruct Plastic Weld (orange label), Testors Liquid Cement or equivalent.
#600 grit Wet-Or-Dry sandpaper
Testor’s #1260 Dullcote spray paint
Your choice of paints

TOOLS NEEDED:

X-acto modeler’s hobby knife or equivalent: #1 or #2 handle
X-acto blades or equivalent: #17 (#1 handle) or #18 (#2 handle)
Modeler’s file (single-cut smooth)
Scotch tape

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

(READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE DOING ANY ASSEMBLY)

PREPARATION:
This front is made from hi-impact polystyrene. Carefully file or cut away any mold
flash that may be on the window or door openings. Also trim, cut, or sand any
edges that may have any flash from the molding process.
PAINTING:
These assembly instructions refer to the Floquil Poly Scale line of model railroad
paints. This paint line was discontinued in 2013.
Thanks to our friends at Model Railroad Hobbyist magazine and author Joe
Fugate, you can download his Guide to Acrylic Painting in a Post-Floquil world.
Go to www.ogaugerr.com/kits to download this paint guide.
1. To get the white brick mortar effect, dip a large brush into white paint and “scrub”
the paint on to the surface of the wall with a brush. The purpose of this method of
painting is to get as much of the white paint into the brick mortar lines as you can.
Before it is completely dry, wipe off the surface of the brick wall with a cotton cloth
rag, such as an old “T” shirt or equivalent. Change the wiping surface often. It
may be necessary to add a small amount of paint thinner or turpentine to the cloth
to get the paint off of the surface of the bricks cleanly. This will cause the plastic
surface to get soft, so don’t handle the surfaces during this part of the painting procedure until it hardens again.

2. Using a flat blade hobby knife, “flat scrape” the surface of the bricks to contrast

the white mortar even more. This procedure will make the brick wall appear to be
“new” brick as compared to aged.

3. Paint the front inserts as desired. If you want to match the way we painted our

display model, use silver for the two front inserts, and aged concrete for the cornice.

4. Before going any further, spray the front with Testor’s #1260 Dullcote Spray, and

allow it to thoroughly dry. This will give the wall the look of soft colored building
materials and remove the “plastic” appearance completely.

5. Place the insert into the wall and glue it in with the plastic cement. Apply the

cement from the back side only to prevent getting the liquid cement on the finished brick surfaces.

You may wish to build this as a single-story structure. This is easy to do.
1. On the back side of the wall piece, there is an indented line in the plastic between

the floors. Score the line a little deeper with a modeler’s knife.

2. Pad the wall piece on the front with a piece of cardboard to keep from damaging

the details on the face of the wall.

3. Place the wall piece face down on the edge of a table with the edge directly

below the indented line with your knife cut.

4. Slowly bend the wall piece over the edge of the cut line
5. It will break evenly along the line of your cut, allowing you to remove a floor or

the stone foundation from the building wall.

6. Sand the cut lines with the #600 wet-or-dry sandpaper.

Don’t forget to log onto the O Gauge Railroading On-Line Forum at ogrforum.ogaugerr.com and
discuss your building kit projects with others from around the world. The O Gauge Railroading
On-Line Forum is a wonderful source of ideas and friendships in the O gauge hobby.
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